
N
orthern Ireland’s newest dissident republican
organisation chose to launch itself on the day of the
Olympics opening ceremony, revealing either a
staggering degree ofmedia incompetence or of
self-obsessed parochialism. Possibly both. However, its

members have already demonstrated a capacity for violence that
requires them to be taken seriously. The organisation now styling
itself “the IRA” is amerger of the Real IRA, several smaller groups
thought to be behind recent deadly attacks on the security forces,
and vigilante group Republican Action Against Drugs (RAAD).
Formed in 2008 by Provisional IRAmembers, RAAD initially

described itself as pro-peace process but committed its first
murder this year and hasmoved on from targeting “criminals” to
the police. The new IRA is focused on Derry but has a presence in
Tyrone, Armagh and the perennially bubbling cauldron of north
Belfast. Intelligence work had left the Real IRA a shadow of its
former self, allowing themerger to be painted as amove of
desperation. But there is an equally desperate air of wishful
thinking around the dismissal heaped upon the dissidents.
Across Northern Ireland aweary fatalism ismounting as people

realise the dissidents are not going away, support for them is
slowly growing, and if nothing else changeswe are heading back
to the cynicallymanagedmisery of an acceptable level of violence.
In Derry, where RAAD has become the dominant paramilitary

group, one radical change has been suggested. The veteran
socialist campaigner EamonnMcCann says there would be less

republican action
against drugs if
society had a less
hypocritical attitude.
It is a point worth

making, but the
chance of Stormont
liberalising the drug
laws is zero. Even if it
did, the evidence
suggests it would
make no difference.
In 2010, RAAD shot a
shopkeeper in Derry
for selling legal highs

and planted a bomb outside a shop in Letterkenny for doing the
same. Drugs are the excuse RAAD has used to take over the old IRA
business of punishment attacks. The real issue driving demand
for this unofficial policing service is the petty crime and antisocial
behaviour that blights someworking-class republican areas.
When Sinn Fein recognised the PSNI in 2007, many people in

those areas had an old-fashioned expectation of what normal
policingwould provide. They have been bitterly disappointed by a
criminal justice systemwhose forgiving ethos was ironically
designed to put their political concerns at ease. Any chance for a
more robust transition to normal policing has passed, while the
peace dividend that was supposed to lift this handful of areas out
of deprivationwas squandered on nonsense. David Ford, Alliance
party justiceminister and self-described “Guardian-reading liberal”,
plans to cut back further on youth custody and short custodial
sentences, creatingmore space for paramilitary vigilantes.
It may be too late to stop this issue providing dissidents with a

role. However, it is not too late to stop the other issue driving
dissident support: contentious Orange parades, which aremanna
to the dissident cause, just as theywere for Sinn Fein in the 1990s.
There are only a fewparading flashpoints left and themost serious,
in Ardoyne in north Belfast, looks on its last legs. Orangemen had
to take a bus to Ardoyne this year tomeet a new early deadline
imposed by the Parades Commission. Only a few dozen did so.

Unfortunately, with no agreed way to resolve these disputes
apart from letting them sullenly fade away, new flashpoints can
always be engineered. A loyalist band accompanying another
Orange parade from north Belfast in July provided the perfect
excusewhen it played sectarianmusic outside a Catholic church on
the edge of the city centre. Dissident plans are reportedly well
under way for an Ardoyne-style confrontation on this spot next
year, threatening to burst downtown Belfast’s peace process bubble.
It is absurd that such infantile disputes retain the capacity to

destabilise Northern Ireland, and this absurdity should be
clearest of all to unionists. The dissidents argue that Northern
Ireland is inherently unstable and requires only the slightest
push to prove it is not and never can be “normal”. Is that an
argument unionismwants to prove, annually?Would the proud
Orangemen, who claim to know the dissidents are up to Sinn
Fein’s tricks of 20 years ago, prefer to deal with Sinn Fein now or
the dissidents in 20 years’ time, after who knows whatmayhem?
The lack of unionist political leadership over parading is

lamentable. Althoughmost senior unionists take part in parades,
they are otherwise reactive. They dismiss all complaints from
residents, complain about all Parades Commission restrictions,
and leave Orange lodges to deal with loyalist bands through
ridiculous pseudo-legal “contracts of engagement”. Then they put
on a sash and have a grand day out. If something goes wrong,
they support everyone on their own side, blame everyone on the
other side and treat the PSNI as a political football.

The DUP, which represents most unionists and loyalists in
north Belfast, has a full year’s warning of a new parade flashpoint.
Will MPNigel Dodds andMLANelsonMcCausland show real
leadership to prevent it?Will they sit downwith the Orange
lodges, loyalists and the offending band and advise them how to
avoid a disaster, even if it means not parading? Or will McCausland
just write another blog, blaming it all on Sinn Fein and themedia?
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‘IT IS ABSURD SUCH
INFANTILE DISPUTES
RETAIN THE CAPACITY
TO DESTABILISE’

E
arlier thismonth, a summer
school took place in Lismore, Co
Waterford, in honour of Robert
Boyle, one of the great scientists
of the age of Enlightenment.

Boyle was born and raised in Lismore
Castle and went on to become a founding
member of the Royal Society of London.
The society played a pivotal role in the
scientific revolution, amovement that
transformed society and ushered in the
industrial age. Its motto “nullius in verba”
(“take nobody’s word for it”) symbolised
the determination of itsmembers to
establish facts from experiment rather
than accepted dictum. This principle
remains a core part of science today.
What would Boylemake of today’s

science? No doubt he would be amazed by
the technology science has delivered,
from digital computers tomobile phones.
Hewould be astonished thatmodern
astronomicalmeasurements have led to
the hypothesis that the entire universe
was once smaller than an atom and has
been expanding and cooling ever since

(the big bang theory). However, I suspect
that the biggest surprise would be that a
basic knowledge of all this science
remains the preserve of a few. Far from
being an indispensable part of the human
experience, science has remained a
specialised subject understood by only a
fraction of society.
Does it matter? No doubt historians

worry about a lack of historical
knowledge in society and French teachers
fret about a lack of interest in French
culture. However, I think science is
different, for two reasons.
First, many challenges facing society

involve a basic understanding of science.
Issues such as the safety of nuclear
power, the use of genetically modified
foods or the threat of climate change all
require some knowledge of scientific
concepts. Such knowledge is by nomeans
the last word, but it is an important
starting point for debate.

Second, themost important aspect of
science is not what is “known”, but how it
is discovered. No system of inquiry is

perfect, but themethods of science
(observation, hypothesis and experiment)
have proved to be a remarkably robust way
of finding out about the world. In
particular, the principles of reproducibility
(no result is accepted until it has been
repeated) and universality (findings are
tested by scientists all over the world)
ensure reliability. False findings are soon
weeded out. It is true that scientific
theories are occasionally replaced over
time, but this is usually because they are
incomplete rather than wrong.

Recently in this newspaper, Brenda
Power suggested that the life cycle of the
river flukemay not be themost useful
thing for children to learn at school.
Perhaps— but I would argue that learning
how scientists discovered the life cycle of
the hapless fluke is very important indeed.
An understanding of the robust,

scepticalmethods of science builds trust
in scientific findings; conversely, a lack
of such knowledge can lead to the
acceptance of views that are not based on
fact. Consider science in themedia. Radio

and TV discussions of important scientific
issues often pit scientists, who cite facts
that have been carefully established by
science, against commentators who have
little knowledge of the subject at hand.
Too often, the result is general confusion.
Is the Giant’s Causewaymanymillions

of years old or just a few thousand? Is
man-made climate change a genuine
problem or a conspiracy dreamed up by
the nanny state? In a world where every
viewpoint is valid, it can be difficult for
policymakers and the public to knowwho
to believe.Worse, such discussions are
easilymanipulated by vested interests.
I suggest the solution lies in education.

It is striking that whenwe talk of literacy,
we usually mean amastery of reading,
writing and arithmetic. It could be argued
that a basic knowledge of science should
have been part of this package for

centuries. In Ireland, children encounter
a small amount of science in school at a
young age. However, themajority opt out
of science at secondary level, a pattern
that is common in English-speaking
countries. One reason is that individual
science subjects can seem quite
specialised and technically demanding.
I suspect amore generalised science

programme all the way up to Leaving Cert
level would bemore appropriate formany
students, enabling them to acquire a basic
knowledge of themethods of science and
itsmain findings. This knowledge could
inform public discourse of important
societal issues, from the risks of nuclear
power to the threat of climate change.

Cormac O’Rafferty lectures in physics at
Waterford Institute of Technology and was a

visiting fellow at Harvard University’s science,
technology and society programme

Not rocket
science, just
teach well

W
eirdness is the Wachowski
brothers’ trademark. So perhaps
it shouldnothavebeen sucha sur-
prisewhenLarry openedapromo-
tional film for their new movie

last week — an adaptation of Cloud Atlas, the
bestselling novel by the British author David
Mitchell —with the words: “Hi, I’m Lana.”
Lana— the result of an apparent sex change

— sported fuchsia pink dreadlocks and a dark
sundress and appeared alongside her fellow
directors Tom Twkyer and Andy Wachowski,
the brother with whom shemade the internet
generation’s definingmovie, TheMatrix.
There was much laughter and joking about

the making of Cloud Atlas and the confusion
caused in Hollywood by the concept of a film
having three directors — as if that were the
most unusual thing about it.
According to the New York Post, “It is

unclear if the director’s sex change is complete
but Wachowski says she has been ‘transi-
tioning’ from male to female for years.” And
indeed it turns out that Wachowski’s fluid
gender and eccentric sexual habits have long
been a source of gossip among those in the
film business. In private, Lana has been
dressing as a woman for years.
As with the making of The Matrix, which

Joe Utichi, a film writer and blogger, says
“caught the zeitgeist”, Wachowski again
seems to be bang on trend.
Cher’s sonChaz Bono (previously a daughter

called Chastity) legally changed his name and
gender two years ago and Stephen (previously
Kathlyn), the son of Annette Bening and
Warren Beatty, announced online that he had
changed from she to he lastmonth. “My name
is Stephen. I identify as a trans man, a faggy
queen, a homosexual, a queer, a nerd fighter, a
writer, an artist and a guy who needs a
haircut,” he said.
Wachowski, 47, has made no such public

pronouncement, entirely in keeping with the
brothers’ famed reluctance to be interviewed
or talk about themselves at all. “Larry and
AndyWachowski have been working together
for 32 years,” their official biography used to
say (before Larry became Lana). “Little else is
known about them.”
We know that Lana was born Laurence

Wachowski in Chicago in 1965. Andy came
along two years later. Theirmother Lynnewas
a nurse and a painter and their father Ronwas
a businessman of Polish descent.
Lana (then Larry) once met Roger Ebert,

the Pulitzer prizewinning film critic, at a
screening of The Godfather and spoke about
his introduction to themovies.
“I’ve always been fascinated by films that

draw you visually into the picture,” he told
Ebert. “I first experienced that when I was
taken as a kid to see Kubrick’s 2001. I told my
dad: that black box is the key to everything.
What do you think it means? My dad said:
‘Maybe it’s the consciousness of God’. I went
back andwas evenmore deeply drawn into it.”
Ebert was pleasantly surprised by the

brothers, whom he found to be both talkative
and knowledgeable about films. “They’re
zillionaires after the Matrix trilogy, but they
looked like guys who had spent way too much
time playing Speed Racer [a computer game
based on a Japanese cartoon] before making it
into a movie. Nice people. Friendly. No Holly-
wood attitude. The blogosphere paints themas
mysterious recluses, which may add to the
legend but doesn’t match the reality,” he said.
The brothers went to the Whitney Young

high school in Chicago, which specialises in
performing arts and science. Fellow pupils
remember themplayingDungeons&Dragons,
a fantasy war game.
They dropped out of university before

graduating and set up a carpentry business
while finding work as writers for Marvel
Comics. Lana has said they “grew up on comic

books and the Tolkien trilogy”.
They broke into movies with Bound, a

low-budget lesbian thriller in which two
women embark on an affair andhatch a plot to
steal $2m (¤1.6m) so one of the women can
escape from her lover, amafia hood.
Its modest success paved the way for The

Matrix, a visually stunning, brain-scrambling
venture into a future in which the reality
perceived by humans is a simulated reality or
cyberspace created bymachines.
The story revolves around a computer

programmer called Thomas Anderson (played
by Keanu Reeves), who is secretly a hacker
known only as Neo. It contains references to
cyberpunk and hacker subcultures, philo-
sophical and religious ideas and allusions to
fantasies such as Alice in Wonderland and
The Wizard of Oz (“Buckle your seatbelt,
Dorothy, ’cause Kansas is going bye-bye!”).
The Matrix’s impact was immediate — and

enormous. It won four Oscars, earned more
than $460m worldwide and became the first
DVD to sell 3m copies in the United States.
“It was a game-changer in terms of Holly-

wood sci-fi, which gave the Wachowskis a lot
of clout,” said Matt Mueller, film writer and
former editor of TotalFilm magazine. “It went
up against StarWars andmade StarWars look
old-fashioned.”
Audiences had never seen anything like it.

“The Matrix defined the last decade and a half
of film-making,” said Utichi. “It rode the tech-
nological wave that was coming when the

internetwas in its infancy. Itwas the first film
to capture the spirit of the internet generation.
“It’s the first film I remember making a big

impact actually on the internet — a huge
community built up around the film online,
discussing its themes, enjoying its art and its
characters.”
The film’s phenomenal impact meant the

brothers could pretty much do as they wanted
and two — less highly regarded — sequels
followed, TheMatrix Reloaded and TheMatrix
Revolutions.
Although they were ostensibly quite differ-

ent, the brothers worked well together. Larry
(now Lana) drank wine and collected anti-
quarian books. Andy preferred beer and sport
and dressed like a biker.
According to a profile published in Rolling

Stone magazine in 2006, they wrote scripts in
longhand, on yellow legal pads, and rarely
argued. “In my time with them there might
have been three diverging positions out of
3,856,293 creative issues,” said Dane Davis, a
sound designerwhowon anOscar for hiswork
on TheMatrix.
The Rolling Stone profile also delved into a

darker side of Larry/Lana’s Wachowski’s life,
investigating his relationship with Ilsa Strix,
a Hollywood dominatrix who claimed her
greatest accomplishment was “putting 333
needles into a single penis”.
Wachowski was said to frequent the

Dungeon, a club inWestHollywooddevoted to
BDSM — bondage, discipline, sadism and
masochism—while dressed as a woman.
He and Strix embarked on a relationship

that apparently broke up both theirmarriages.
Wachowski had married his college sweet-
heart, Thea Bloom, and in the euphoria that
followed the release of The Matrix in 1999 he
bought a $1.9m home in California’s Venice
Beach. Themarriage ended after nine years.
“Larry has been extremely dishonest with

me in our personal life and I believe he is
hiding information from me regarding our

financial affairs,” Bloom said in her affidavit
to the divorce court in Los Angeles in 2002,
adding that the split was “based on very
intimate circumstances concerning which I
do not elaborate at this time for reasons of
personal privacy”.
Wachowski and Strix appeared at the

Cannes film festival together a year later, but
while Strix looked her usual glamorous self,
Wachowski seemed strangely feminine.
Onlookers noted that his eyebrows were
plucked and his nails manicured. There were
rumours that hewas taking female hormones.
When he returned home he bought a $2.7m

house inSanFrancisco in thenameof “Lauren-
cia”Wachowski.When he turned up to testify
at an arbitrationmeeting at the ScreenWriters
Guild, Marcus Chong, an actor who claimed
he was owed money after his character had
been written out of The Matrix sequels, said
Wachowski’s face “looked like it was melting
and he had a head of hair like RaquelWelch”.
At the same time the Wachowskis’ creative

star was waning. The Matrix sequels were
generally deemed a disappointment: some
critics found scenes in the final part of the
trilogy almost laughable. Speed Racer, a big-
budgetmovie about a racing driver,was tipped
to be oneof the biggest hits of 2008 but flopped.
Now, in an effort to restore their reputation

for creativity, the Wachowskis have made
Cloud Atlas, based on the novel shortlisted for
the 2004 Man Booker prize. The story weaves a
number ofnarratives together and travels back
and forth in time. Despite its impressive cast
— which includes Tom Hanks, Halle Berry,
Hugh Grant and Susan Sarandon — it was
almost impossible to raise the finance tomake
it. “All the experts said itwas too complicated,”
the directors explained last week.
They took an oath that if Mitchell did not

like the script, theywould kill the project.
“I was extremely nervous meeting him,”

said Lana, “but fortunately he loved it.” But
will filmgoers love it too?

Send your ideas on this week’s think tank or submissions
for future think tanks to: ireland@sunday-times.ie

After years of scurrilous gossip, one of the
brothers behind The Matrix is coming out as
a woman. Can their new film, Cloud Atlas,
restore a reputation for creative weirdness?
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